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In-vivo Synchrotron PIV for the measurement of airway motion
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ABSTRACT
Lungs have been imaged with high contrast at high spatial and
temporal resolution using synchrotron phase contrast x-ray
imaging. These images are analysed using techniques derived
from the discipline of particle image velocimetry. This
analysis yields 2D and 3D spatially resolved motion
information of airway motion. It is likely that this information
will result in the detection of airway damage and disease.

1. BACKGROUND
Many vital processes in the human body are mechanically
dynamic; that is, they involve motion. It follows directly from
the critical importance of these dynamic systems that scientists
and clinicians have a keen interest in studying not just the
anatomy of physiological systems, but also their function. In
the history of the development of medical imaging systems,
there is a consistent trend of adapting modalities originally
designed to measure anatomical structure to systems capable
of performing physiologically functional capabilities (Fouras
et al. 2009)
Most evident amongst the dynamic physiological processes is
the motion of the diaphragm and lungs and the resultant flow
of air. Additionally, diseases and dysfunction of this process
result in one of the most significant medical problems of our
time. Pulmonary disease, leading to respiratory failure, is one
of the greatest causes of morbidity and mortality in humans.
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease is the 5th leading
cause of death in humans, is currently present in 10% of the
population, and its incidence is increasing at a much greater
rate than the other leading causes of death (Pauwels et al.
2004). Similarly, respiratory failure is the greatest cause of
morbidity and mortality in newborn infants, particularly those
born very preterm, with many of the survivors (30%)
developing complications that have significant implications
for the respiratory health of the individual throughout the
remainder of their life.
It is currently not possible to detect most forms of lung disease
before it is clinically evident, making many of these diseases
untreatable. However, a relatively common feature of many

lung diseases, such as emphysema and pulmonary fibrosis, is a
regional alteration to the distal airway structure leading to
marked regional changes in lung tissue compliance. Thus,
imaging techniques that are capable of detecting regional
differences in tissue velocities across the lung during the
respiratory cycle are likely to detect the early stages of lung
disease.

2. INTRODUCTION
X-ray imaging is by far the most commonly used biomedical
imaging modality. It is simple to use, has good spatial
resolution (typically of the order of microns), and the resulting
images are relatively easy to interpret. Unfortunately,
conventional absorption X-ray images display poor contrast
for soft tissues such as the lungs.
Amongst organs of the body, the lung is unique as the volume
of the air-filled lung predominantly comprises air:
approximately 80% at the end of expiration. As a result, there
is marked phase contrast between the air-filled airways and the
surrounding tissue structures, which predominantly comprise
water. This feature, which makes the lung so difficult to image
by other imaging modalities (i.e., MRI and ultrasound), makes
the lung ideally suited for phase contrast imaging.
We gain additional image contrast by exploiting the coherence
of synchrotron X-radiation. Light is refracted by the phase
gradients that occur at the boundaries between objects, which
interferes with non-refracted light, to produce a kind of in-line
holographic image. This produces a characteristic edge
enhancing effect with up to 100 more contrast than that of
absorption contrast and spatial resolution of the order of 10
microns. Figure 1 shows two X-radiographs of the lower left
segment of a rabbit lung. Figure 1 (a) is a standard Xradiograph (using absorption contrast) where the lung tissue is
only just visible as a cloudy, bright region in the top and left
of the image, created by the reduced absorption of the air in
the lung relative to the surrounding tissue. A dramatic
difference can be seen in Figure 1 (b) where fine details of the
precise nature and position of the lung are clearly seen.
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Figure 1. (a)) Traditional (absorption
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co
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image
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of individ
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Figure 2. Schema of the configurattion used to ca
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from the ssynchrotron exp
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image data
in this paper.
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Note that X-rays are converted to visible
v
light usiing a scintillator, which is in
n turn imaged by a
visible light camera thrrough a lens.
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p
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and therefore
t
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i
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T results in a highly
h
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m
off velocity data.

5.
5 METHODS
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Experiments
E
have been conduccted measuring the patterns of
motion
m
of mech
hanically ventilatted animal lunggs. Two models
have
h
been used: newborn rabbitt pups (both term
m and pre-term)
as
a well as addult mice (with
hout and withoout pulmonary
fibrosis).
f
Animals
A
were annaesthetised and
d ventilated, alloowing complete
control
c
of airw
way pressures and
a
inspiration and expiration
periods.
p
Animalls were placed, head
h
out, in a plethysmograph
p
– a water bath, exploiting
e
Archiimede’s Principlle – to measure
changes
c
in lungg volume simulttaneously with X-ray
X
imaging.
Image
I
acquisitioon was performeed using a config
guration similar
to
t that described
d in Figure 2.
Data
D
were acquuired at the BL220B2 beamline at the SPring8
synchrotron
s
(Jappan), under timee granted to the authors by the

SPring-8 Prog
gram Review Committee (p
proposal nos.
2006B0002,
2
20
007A0002). Alll images were acquired
a
with a
photon
p
energy of 25keV. Thee camera system
m used was a
Hamamatsu
H
EM
MCCD, with a CC
CD array of 12880x1024 pixels,
a maximum fraame rate (at fulll resolution) of 30 frames per
second
s
and a bit
b depth of 12 bits per pixel.. While more
sophisticated
s
3D
D PIV results have been achieved, (using
techniques
t
descrribed in Fouras et al. 2007, Irvvine et al. 2008
and
a Dubsky et al.
a 2008), only the preliminary 2D results are
shown
s
here. These
T
2D resultts are derived using the PIV
processing
p
methhod described ass the base techniique in (Fouras
et
e al. 2008)
In
I all cases, annimals were treated ethically, with treatment
protocols
p
approoved by ethics committees at both Monash
University
U
and the
t SPring8 syncchrotron.

6.
6 RESULTS
A considerable number of expeeriments have been
b
conducted
validating
v
the PIV measurem
ments. These vaalidations have
included
i
adjustm
ment of ventilattor settings and comparison of
2D
2 and 3D veector fields witth those setting
gs and volume
measurements
m
t
taken
from pleth
hysmograph meeasurements. In
all
a cases the dataa have been shown to match venntilator settings
to
t a high degreee of sensitivityy. Figure 3 show
ws typical PIV
measurements
m
o lung motion
of
n in a rabbit pup (29 days
gestation),
g
durin
ng inspiration (leeft) and expiratiion (right). The
figure
f
clearly shows
s
considerrable differences between the
biomechanics
b
of inspiration andd expiration. Thhis information
is
i already prov
ving useful in the design of ventilators for
preterm
p
childrenn and their use inn a clinical settin
ng.

Figure 3. Preliminaryy results for ph
hase contrast X-ray
etry data of th
he motion of a rabbit lung during:
d
velocime
mid ins
spiration (leftt); and mid expiration (right);
(
superim
mposed with images from which they were
evaluate
ed. Only ¼ of a
available motion vectors are shown
s
to impro
ove clarity of fig
gure.
This systtem has also beeen used on adu
ult mice to inveestigate
the effeccts of pulmonarry fibrosis on luung motion. Figgure 4
shows preliminary
p
2D
D results for phase
p
contrast X-ray
velocimeetry data of the motion of mou
use lungs for a control
c
mouse (ttop) and a mouuse with pulmonnary fibrosis (boottom).
The firstt column of datta represents 80
0ms after the start of
inspiratioon, the middle column 120ms and the right column
c
320ms affter inspiration.
While thhere are significaant variations frrom any single animal
a
to anotheer, a clear differeence in the vectoor patterns can bbe seen
between the control moouse and the mouse
m
with diaggnosed
pulmonaary fibrosis. Thhere is both ann apparent phase lag
between inspirations andd a reduced magn
nitude of lung motion.
m
w not at all viisible in the raw
w x-ray
Given thhat the fibrosis was
images, its
i detection via velocimetry is highly
h
significannt.

7. CON
NCLUSIONS
The authhors have signifi
ficantly adapted the use of meddical xray imag
ges from purelyy anatomical im
maging to a funcctional
imaging modality. Lungss have been imaaged with high coontrast
mporal resolutioon using synchhrotron
at high spatial and tem
phase contrast x-ray imagging. These imaages are analysedd using
techniques derived from
m the disciplinne of particle image
velocimeetry. This analyssis yields 2D andd 3D spatially reesolved
motion information
i
of airway motion. It is likely that this
informatiion will result inn the detection of
o airway damagge and
disease.
Significaant differences inn the regional paatterns of motionn have
been detected during thee inspiration andd expiration phaases of
the mech
hanical ventilatiion of term and
d preterm rabbitt pups.
Additionnally, when measuring the patterrns of motion inn adult
mouse luungs using PIV
V, significant diifferences are evident
e
between control mice andd those with pullmonary fibrosis.
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Figure 3. Preliminary results for phase contrast X-ray velocimetry data of the motion of mouse lungs for: (top) control
mouse; (bottom) mouse with pulmonary fibrosis. Data are displayed in columns representing the same moment in the
breathing cycle: (first col) 80ms; (mid col) 120ms and (right col) 320ms after start of inspiration.
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